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August, which was originally called Sextillus,
gets its name from Augustus Caesar.  It is said that he
gave his name to this month rather than his birth month
(September) as a mark of honour to Queen Cleopatra,
the last ruler of Egypt, because this was her birth
month.

August’s birthstone is the peridot, one of the
few gemstones that occur in only one colour, an olive
green.  It is my favourite gemstone and I chose it for
my engagement ring instead of the opal, which is the
gemstone of my birth month, October.  I did, however,

legitimize my connection to the peridot somewhat by
choosing to be married in its month; August 6th is my anniversary.

strength of character, love, marriage and family.  The second full month
of summer is certainly a time for family (and friend) get togethers to enjoy
fun, frolic and create memories, whether away on vacation or enjoying a
stay-cation.

Chris, my high school friend of almost 45 years who will be visiting from
New Zealand.  I am looking forward to showing her my neck of the woods;
for the last 40 years she has typically played host to me when I’ve travelled
downunder.

The powers-that-be promised us a hotter than usual summer this year
and so far they seem to be bang on.  I’m not complaining too much because
I have a bumper crop of zucchini and we are enjoying it baked, as well as in
baking – zucchini bread is hard to beat.  It’s also good steamed with a little
butter and sea salt.

A couple of articles in this month’s magazine are of seasonal interest:
Natasha Kyssa’s excellent piece entitled Raw Tips for the Road is well
worth a read, as well as two excellent summertime recipes using produce
that will be abundant in August – tomatoes, corn and raspberries.

Whether you’re taking in the
Capital Hoedown, the 8th annual Ottawa
Lumiere Festival, or chilling at the
cottage or poolside in the back yard
this month, the team at Ottawa Natural
presents its August 2011 edition for
your reading pleasure.
-Susan McKevitt
Content Manager
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General Inquiries -
info@OttawaNatural.com

Ottawa Natural Magazine welcomes submissions of editorial
content with these terms: all content if accepted for publica-
tion - photographs, illustrations, written text in electronic or

-
ates or associates for editorial purpose in any media (printed,
electronic, internet, disc, etc) without additional consent or
payment of any kind.
All ads and articles must meet continuity standards. Any state-
ments made, expressed or implied within Ottawa Natural are
solely those of the columnists or advertisers and do not neces-
sarily represent the editorial position of the Editor or Publish-
ers, who accept no responsibility for such statements.
Ottawa Natural is not liable for any damages or losses, howso-
ever sustained, occuring based on information or advice con-
tained within this publication.
All photos, artwork and material printed in Ottawa Natural are
trademarked and © of their respective owners.
All contents ©2011 Ottawa Natural Magazine.

NOTE: Deadlines for submissions are on
the 10th of each month. Articles or Ads
submitted past this date must be
camera-ready. Every effort will
be made to ensure placement.

The Message

Nominated for best Health
Resource publication

www.naturalhealthcare.ca
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open eyes and appreciate what is around them, or to those who drift through life more absent-mindedly, on 

have this mysterious capacity to touch just about anyone?  People who would never consider reading this 

in their gardens!
continued on Pg. 6
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A Delight for the Soul

By
Barbara Schuster

Flower Essences

l
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The key to the effectiveness of Flower Essences – not 
to be confused with essential oils – to heal is the fact that 
we as human beings are part of the same cosmos as plants.  

soul of nature is coming to expression
right before our eyes. What we see spread out before us, 

Flower Essences capture the quintessential nature 

a plant onto a bowl of fresh water and leaving them in 
the sun for several hours make them. Through the effect 
of the sun, the  its quintessential 
quality is imprinted on the water.  Many of you will be 
familiar with the work of Dr. Emoto and others, which 
dramatically conveys the capacity of water to be a carrier 
of thought, of energy and soul qualities.  Flower essences, 
liquid tinctures carrying the quintessential soul qualities 
of plants, act as healers for our souls. 
First developed by Dr. Edward Bach, a British physician 
who understood in the 1930s what mainstream medicine 
still has to learn, namely that health and illness are 
inseparable from who we are as human beings and what 
our personality is like, Flower Essences experienced a 
renaissance in recent decades. Today there are a great 
number of well-researched essences available. 

Let’s look at  is in bloom right now. 
(Image on opposite page) For the would-be botanists 
amongst the readers: Yarrow

morphologically speaking – in its golden centre.  
however, is a composite of composites, each single one 

Yarrow´s healing 
Yarrow knits together 

what is spread out, dispersed, particularly the human 
aura.  It is an excellent essence to use with environmental 
sensitivities, sensitivities to energies, be it from computer 
terminals, cell phones, or crowds of people on a bus. 
People who are spiritually sensitive or too open - and 
this is on the increase - empaths, people affected by their 
environment physically, emotionally or energetically can 

sensitivities into chemical or environmental sensitivities, 
Yarrow might help as well.  The yarrow family is 
invaluable when dealing with exposure to radiation. 

Another example is St. John’s Wort, also in bloom 
at midsummer and well known as an herb for its 

are closely related to the light, which we experience 
so strongly at midsummer.  St. John’s Wort helps to 
regulate our inner light – whether we have too little and 

continued from Pg. 5
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are depressed or whether we can’t tolerate the sun in
whatever form. It also helps with issues connected to the
time of night when light is absent, like sleep disorders,
nightmares, fear of the dark, bedwetting, or being
affected by harmful energies when asleep.
Corn is a plant whose fruits we relish at this time of year,
but it also can be prepared as an essence. Corn helps
particularly with grounding when our connection to the

Corn.
Corn helps to be present, especially in our hands and
feet. It might even help with corn allergies.

Generally speaking, essences are selected not
according to a particular disease but according to
the individuality of the client.  I recently had a client

There are, however, plenty of essences dealing with
grounding, or with the connection of our subtle bodies
our physical body - which is crucial in the context of
sleep - and the various disturbances that can occur in
this context. Do we really like to be here on the earth

there somewhere”? And if yes, why? Did we experience
some form of shock that made us want to escape? Do
we not really our like body? These and other questions

combinations.
I am accustomed to essences working wonders,

but was still taken aback when this client reported soon
after taking his combination that the restlessness had
not appeared. Not that the condition was healed after
one day; that took a few months. But I never cease to
be in awe when witnessing the amazing effect these
seemingly innocuous tinctures can have.

wonder.  Why not start your own exploration? A good

Barbara Schuster is an Ottawa-based Flower Essence
Practitioner who can be reached at 613-820-4303 or
barbaraschuster2000@yahoo.ca
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Raw Tips for the Road

O

SimplyRaw Talk

with
Natasha Kyssa

SUMMER is in full swing and people are generally 
more relaxed and happy. Schedules are not as rigid, we 
spend more time outdoors, and everyone seems to be 
moving at a slower pace. Summer time brings unhurried 
mornings, picnics in the park, afternoons at the lake, 
escapes to the cottage, and romantic evening strolls. It is 
the season to relax, unplug from our regular routine and 

enjoy the simple things in life. 
Summer time is also when that long awaited family 

vacation has arrived. Whether you plan to explore unspoiled 
wilderness, white sandy beaches, vibrant cities, or charming 
villages abroad, vacation-time is the perfect opportunity to 
discover new sights, make friends in foreign places and build 
relationships with our loved ones.
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As a raw foodist who frequently travels with 
my book and family, one of the questions I commonly 

the mainstream fare of fast foods, healthy foods are 
not always available just anywhere – particularly raw 
vegan. Eating healthy on the road can be challenging 
and may require more effort but it certainly can be done!

The most important thing for eating raw (and 
staying healthy) while travelling is to pack as much food 
as you reasonably can. Never go unprepared! Whether 
you are travelling by car, bus, train, or by airplane, 
always bring raw food items such as homemade trail 
mixes, dried fruits, seasoned nuts and seeds, sea 
vegetables, and dehydrated crackers along with you. 
These quick snacks can make all the difference and 
completely transform your travels, so be sure to bring 
them with you.

If you’re staying in a hotel, pack a mini blender 
such as the Magic Bullet to make your own green 
smoothies and nut milks in your room. Also, phone the 
hotel in advance to reserve a small refrigerator - if they 
don’t have one, no problem. Just empty the liquor from 
the bar fridge and restock with all your healthy goods. 

ice from the ice machine or load up the bathtub with ice 
to store fruits, veggies, and drinks. 

If you are travelling by car, you will have 
more freedom and space to store food and kitchen 
items. A large cooler (or two—one in the trunk, one in 

and guacamole make versatile additions to your meals. 
Olives, avocado, dulse, spices, lime and Himalayan 
salt are easy to pack and will enhance your dining 
experience. A grater, large bowl, cutting board, sharp 
knife, peeler, utensils, portable blender, assortment of 
containers and Ziploc bags for storing food are great to 
have on hand whenever you decide to picnic along the 
way.

Ottawa Natural

SimplyRaw Talk

continued on Pg. 10
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Flying can be more challenging with all of the 
restrictions and limits on items you can pack. In my earlier 

SimplyRaw Living Foods Detox Manual” for more tips) 
and pop Bio Superfood (available through SimplyRaw) to 

an empty shaker bottle is essential for preparing instant 
green drinks; once past security, purchase a few litres of 
bottled water and mix together with your green powder. 

my body with plenty of water and eating mainly high-
water-content foods such as fruit, sprouts, or greens and 

digestion.

Useful snacks to pack in your carry-on bag are 
apples or other fruits (please note that some airports have 
restrictions on certain fruits), goji berries, olives, nori, 
dulse, and dehydrated crackers. Bee pollen, powdered 
greens and enzymes are also good to have with you to assist 
with digestion. Although I don’t eat a lot of bars, there are 
some better quality bars out there, and they can certainly be 
handy when travelling (my husband likes Vega bars, and 
typically travels with a couple on hand).

to research my destination to check whether there are 
natural food stores and markets nearby (HappyCow.net 
and VegDining.com are great places to start). Personally, 
I like to keep my meals as simple and fresh as possible, 
and no matter what country, city or village, markets are the 

locals and learn about their culture. Keep your eyes open 
for local farmers when you’re travelling the countryside 
as well. I’ll never forget the incredibly sweet and juicy 
watermelon fresh out of the ground that we had in Cyprus. 
It was so delicious that we ate a large watermelon each day 

continued from Pg. 9

SimplyRaw Talk
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for lunch --- very hydrating (not to mention simple!) during 
hot summer days!

If your destination is a town, village, or city (and 
not in the middle of the wilderness), don’t be shy to check 
out the restaurants. Even if there’s nothing raw listed on 
the menu, most places will have fresh salad ingredients on 
hand, and you can easily request a special meal with fresh 
vegetables, a bit of olive oil and lemon – voila, your own 
custom raw salad! Add some raisins that you brought with 
you, and you’re set! 

We had some delicious raw meals while visiting 

on the menu. And, in Greece last year, I ordered the 
Greek salad every day for dinner without the feta 
cheese. I might have gotten a few odd looks from the 
locals, but the salad was delicious (I requested extra 
Kalamata olives) and so much healthier than with the 
dairy. (highly mucus-forming)

Having a healthy lifestyle is about incorporating 
good habits into every aspect of your life - and learning 
to be gentle with yourself. Yes, with a little forethought, 
you can create and enjoy a healthy raw vacation. And 
remember, it’s ok to indulge occasionally during your 
travels --- just make the best choices you can in whatever 

your trip!
Wishing you safe & healthy travels.

Natasha Kyssa is the author of Canadian bestseller “The 

SimplyRaw. She facilitates a 28 day life-changing detox 
program and teaches delicious “Life In the Kitchen” 
food classes. Natasha is also available for private and 
family consultations. For more information visit www.
simplyraw.ca or call (613) 234-0806.

SimplyRaw Talk
Did You Know:

Although a cow has no upper front teeth, 
it grazes up to 8 hours a day, taking in 

about 45 kg (100 lb) of feed and the 
equivalent of a bath tub full of water. Cows 

also are one of the main contributors 
to the hole in the ozone layer.

Source: www.didyouknow.org
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Dear Dr. Jada,
I have been noticing that it’s become harder for me to lose weight. I’ve gradually gained 15 pounds over 

the past six months and even though I’ve been watching what I am eating, I am still gaining weight! I am so frus-
trated. I watch all of my friends eat whatever they want and they don’t gain a pound. It makes me feel depressed, 
especially now that its summer and I want to feel good in my body. What can I do? ~ Heavy and Hopeless

Dear Heavy and Hopeless, 
I hear so many women speak these exact words in my 

-
ercise programs are leading to no change on the scale, you may 
have a hormonal imbalance. 

A lot of women tend wonder if their stubborn weight 
gain is due to an under active thyroid gland. They rush to their 

-
appointed that their thyroid hormones are ‘normal’! Once these 
women come to see me for help, I explain to them that ‘normal’ on 
the blood test doesn’t always mean that their thyroid is functioning 
optimally.

The reference range for a ‘normal’ thyroid hormone 
level is very large, between 0.3 – 5.0. If your hormone level is on 
the cusp of being out of the range, you can still have symptoms 
of hypothyroidism (low functioning thyroid). As Naturopaths, we 
call this sub clinical hypothyroidism. We test your basal body tem-
perature and look at your symptoms from a holistic view to see if 

you are experiencing any other signs of thyroid imbalance. Other 
signs can include low mood, high cholesterol, slow digestion, thin-
ning hair, dry skin, fatigue, weight gain and many more. 

If you are experiencing symptoms of low thyroid and your 
blood test results are not ideal, I can offer strategies to help support 
healthy thyroid function. I work with my patients to create a practi-
cal treatment plan including herbal therapies, homeopathy, lifestyle 
and nutritional changes aimed at boosting the thyroid gland and los-
ing the excess weight. 

Dr. Jada is a licenced Naturopathic Doctor who works with people 
of all ages wanting to achieve better health naturally. She owns 
Healing House and is the resident Naturopathic Doctor. For more 
information about Dr. Jada MacLeod’s services or to book an ap-

website at www.healinghouse.ca

Ask Doctor Jada
By
Dr. Jada MacLeod
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Did you Know:
Lottery Edition

Wagering against a randomizing 
value is risky. It mostly is a game of 

chance but you can increase your 
chances of winning for instance 

at poker or blackjack by requiring 
some skill. It also will help if you 

educate yourself somewhat 
in probability theory. Unfortunately 
you won’t be able to cut a deal with 

the father of probability theory, 
Girolamo Cardano, who was a friend 

of Leonardo da Vinci, because he 
passed away in 1576. Even if you 
had such opportunity, Cardano, 

an ardent gambler, would probably 
have advised you to carefully consider 

Nicolaus Bernoulli’s St. Petersburg Paradox.

The odds of winning your local lottery 
is around 18 million to 1, that is 

18,000,000 to 1. The odds of winning 
Powerball can be as high as 

50 million to 1 and higher. The odds 
of being struck by lightning is actually 
lower! (The odds of your government 

However, believe it or not, you have 
a bigger chance – odds as low as 

100,000 to 1 – to win at the casino 
or online casino.

Keep in mind that in most countries 
you do pay taxes on your winnings.

In the United States you’ll pay 
28% tax on your lottery 

pay-out and up to almost 40% 
when winning millions. Also 

keep in mind that you can 
deduct lottery and gambling losses.

Source: www.didyouknow.org
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With 
Sherry Harris,
MSW, RSW

Loving
Words

not serving you. Thank it for the role it played in your learning
and lovingly release it to Source. With love and gratitude we
change, not with repression or rejection. We are always where
we need to be and each step sets the stage for the next step of
growth. We grow best with gratitude for the journey knowing
we are ever being lovingly guided into the fullness of who we
truly are: Divine Love.

Did You Know:

Adult frogs are carnivorous and will eat just about anything smaller than themselves, including insects,
 worms and even other frogs. Some frogs are tiny but the largest, the Goliath frog, is the size of a baby deer.

We live in a time where we are all being called upon by the Divine to clean up our acts and let go
of anything we are carrying, doing or thinking that does not serve us to move to a higher level of conscious
awareness. We are being called upon to be integruous, respectful and responsible. No more hiding from what
we know is needed to move forward into the higher love vibration.

It is no longer acceptable to just drift along oblivious
to the messages we are receiving to simplify, lighten up and let
go of the old patterns that are dragging us down and keeping us
from moving forward into the new vibration of this current shift.
No more excuses, no more wearing blinders, no more pretending
we don’t know better.  The time is now. Take a good look at
everything in your life, inside and out, and truly decide what is

Cleaning Up Our Acts
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continued on Pg. 16

Mentally it is time to really become aware 
of and challenge our thoughts. As we think so we 
become. Our thoughts today create our future. 
We are living the thoughts we thought in the past. 
Change your thoughts; change your life. That is the 
basic premise of the law of attraction. If you want 
to move into a loving, abundant, healthy, happy, 

that now. We all know what we focus on expands. 
What you think today creates the stage you step 
onto in the future. Positive, loving, trusting thoughts 
will create a brightly lighted expansive stage for 
you. Fearful, negative, victim-based thoughts will 
bring more of the same and your future experience 
will be dark and constricted. It’s your choice. The 
greatest gift you can give to yourself is to really 
monitor your thoughts and your words. Ask your 
friends to let you know when you are speaking from 
a victim place. Immediately change your thoughts 
to what you want to do, be or have. Speak it as if 
it is already so. Be very careful of how you use the 
I AM expression. I AM is the creative God force. 
If a friend asks how I am and I say that I am not 
well today, that is what I project forward. Better 

constantly to keep reinforcing the positive by saying 

always working out for me” (Jerry Hicks).
Emotionally; no more denying our unpleasant 

feelings. Acknowledge them, feel them, thank them 
for the awareness they bring and let them go with love 
and gratitude. Every feeling is a message from body, 
mind, and spirit that something is not resonating for 
us and we are out of balance. If we choose to hold on 
to hurtful, fearful, doubting emotions, that energy, like 
our thoughts, projects forward to create or future. If 
we stay in anger, fear, etc. that vibration returns to us 
as a match to our own current vibration. You will feel 
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Loving Words
unhappy, stressful emotions for short periods. That is 
normal for most of us and being real and feeling them 
is necessary to live honestly with ourselves. You can 
feel it, acknowledge it, and then let it go. Extend love, 
the love that you innately are, to it and it will dissipate 
with no resistance. If we hold on to it, we deepen it 
in our lives. Hold onto anger and you get more anger 

choice. You are the creator.

Physically we are responsible for maintaining 
wellness and balance in this amazing vehicle that 
carries our God Essence. Our beautiful bodies tell 
us loud and clear when we are out of sync with our 

it with the respect it deserves. You chose to come into 
physicality and you chose your vehicle, the beings who 
would co-create it and where that body would start 
its journey. I hear so many people, generally women, 
say how much they hate their body (as if the body was 
responsible for the shape it was in.) Your body will 
serve you with love and grace when it is treated kindly 
and lovingly. Don’t speak unkindly of a vehicle that 
serves you unreservedly.

connection with God and your life will continually 

God, talk to God, thank God, be the God Essence 
that you are. The means to understand this is easy. 
God is Love. You are God. You are Love. The more 
you allow Love to unfold in your life, the harder it 
is to hold on to anything of a lesser vibration. The 
contrast becomes too great and too uncomfortable. 
We become pushed from within to do the work of 
clearing any thought, feeling or action that keeps us 
from feeling the Love we are. In every moment we 
are being guided to remember the wholeness of who 
we are: God/Love. Source guides us layer by layer 
to embrace the cleansing and rejuvenating we need. 
Trust that the guidance is there for you.

continued from Pg. 15
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Loving Words
The Ego wants to keep us small, not 

remembering who we are. It uses every trick in the 
book to make us feel inadequate, unlovable, unworthy, 
and undeserving of even wanting more for ourselves. It 
wants to control our every thought so that it does not 
lose its hold on us. Love is its enemy. A clear example of 
ego in action is resistance.

Resistance says I am not ready, I don’t want to, I 
don’t know how, I am not worthy, I don’t deserve it, I 
can’t, I can’t, I can’t. Resistance needs to be released 
with love and respect as well. Thank it for what it is 
teaching you and let it go. Extend love to it and let it 
dissolve. Even resistance has no resistance to Love. 

something you know is good for you, something you 
want to change, but have too many excuses of why you 
can’t, talk to your resistance. Find out what the fear 
is that is creating the resistance and lovingly release 
it. There is nothing you can’t change, if you lovingly 
acknowledge the challenge or stuckness, accept the 
teaching, and let it go with grace and gratitude. Don’t 
push anything away. Inclusion in a loving way brings 
healing where exclusion only creates constriction and 
more hiding. 

Love your self, love your faults, and love your 
challenges and your strengths. You chose to come in and 
play this game. Enjoy the complexity and magic of it all. 
Remember who you are. Be the Love you are. And most 
of all: have fun. 

613-236-8852 or at harris.sherry@gmail.com. 
Her website which is soon to be recreated is www.
sherryharriscounselling.com.



Grow herbs in 
a window pot 
organically! 

Growing organic herbs is the best way to have fresh 
herbs for your kitchen pot. If you want to have a good 

have to use commonly.
Almost all herbs like a well-watered mildly 

sunny place to grow. You can try companion growing or 
combining different patches of herbs to confuse insects and 
preserve your garden.

delicate herbs like lavender and dill, select areas where 
you can control weather conditions well.

Get good quality soil as well fertilized soil will get 
you a healthier plant with a better immune system and 
better yield. Add organic fertilizers like compost tea or 

Don’t pinch off herbs till you have a good growth 
on your herbs. When you do need herbs, harvest them 
early on a summer morning when the essential oils in 
them are full.

Don’t cut off more than one third of the plant for 
your kitchen use. And hang sticky bars to keep pests at 
bay.

Source:  www.natural-recipes.com
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Natural Pesticides for your Garden

The best method of pest control in the garden is to keep your plants healthy 
so they don’t attract bugs. Fertilize plants as needed and stay on top of weeds 
by pulling them as they appear. Begin treating for insects as soon as you 
notice signs of an infestation; the sooner you start the easier it will be to get 
rid of the pests.

For recipes that require liquid dish detergent, use the basic 
stuff–nothing fancy with added bleach, nothing concentrated and no special 
antibacterial formulas. You can also substitute with a gentler liquid soap or a 
perfume free, gentle liquid hand soap.

As with all pesticides, take care when applying to food-bearing 
plants, handling and storage of the pesticide. No one needs reminding I’m 
sure, but make sure to wash all produce well before consuming.

Garlic Tea Spray
Make your own garlic spray by boiling a pint of water, throw in roughly 
chopped garlic cloves and steep until the water is cold. Remove garlic 
bits then spray on plants.

Garlic, Peppers and Onion Insecticide
Toss 2 hot peppers, 1 large onion and a bulb of garlic in the food processor 
and add ¼ cup of water.  Blend until a mash is made. Cover mash with 
1-gallon hot (not boiling) water and let stand 24 hours. Strain. Spray 
on roses, azaleas, and vegetables to kill bug infestations. Bury mash in 
ground where bugs are heaviest. Good for aphids, grasshoppers, chewing 
and sucking insects.

Tomato Leaves Spray
Crush leaves from a tomato plant and soak in water for a couple days. 

control.

Note:  Tomato leaves are poisonous, take care when preparing and 
handling. Do not use on food-bearing plants.

Basil Tea Spray
Bring 4 cups of water to a boil then add 1 cup of fresh basil (or 2 
tablespoons dried). Remove from heat, cover and steep until cool. Strain. 
Mix in the liquid detergent then spray on plants. Good for aphids.

Salt Spray
Mix 2 tablespoons salt and 1.5 gallons warm water to dissolve.  Let cool 
to room temperature. Use for spider mites, caterpillars, cabbageworms 
and chewing insects.

Slug Bait Trap
Set out beer in shallow containers to attract slugs, they’ll drown in the 
beer.

Diatomaceous Earth
This is an all-natural solution for insects of all kinds (ants, snails, slugs, 
etc.). Sprinkle diatomaceous earth on top of soil around plants with pest 
infestations.

Citrus Spray
Bring 4 cups of water to a boil, remove from heat and add 2 cups of 
orange or lemon peels. Cover and steep until cool. Strain citrus mixture 

Dish Detergent and Baking Soda
Mix 2 tablespoons of liquid dish detergent and 2 tablespoons of soda with 
1 gallon of water.  Spray on plants.

Source:   www.tipnut.com/natural-pesticides

Did You Know:

Look, but don’t touch! The blue-ringed 
octopus is only the size of a golf ball 
but it’s poison is powerful enough to 

kill an adult human in a matter of 
minutes.
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Astrology
Carol Kerwin Professional Astrologer.  Birth 
Charts, Navigating Life Passages carol_kerwin@
rogers.com 613-834-3461

Beauty and Health
Aromatherapy Facial with limphatic drainage, 
Non surgical Face Lift. 100% organic skin product 
without skin damaging glicerin or other unwanted 
chemicals. Call Natural Beauty & Health Clinic 

CENTRE FOR PERMANENT MAKEUP 
Permanent makeup services & training 
permanentmakeup.ottawa@gmail.com 613-447-
5871 www.absolutelyfabulousfaces.com
ORGANIC GOODS DELIVERED: Over 1,400 
green health + beauty items available at www.
ECOOTTAWA.com. Convenient + reliable eco-
delivery service in Ottawa. FREE local delivery on 
orders over $35.

Bookkeeping

Horst Business Services - For Peace of Mind 
and the Freedom to Do What You Enjoy Most 
and Do Best.  Simply Accounting – QuickBooks 
– AgExpert  Osiah Horst obhorst@mwpol.ca 613-
281-1525

Bowen Therapy
Bette Madigan Westboro, 613-722-4249 www.
bowentherapyottawa.ca GENTLE TOUCH, 
POWERFUL HEALING  Recover from Back Pain 
Fybomyalgia  - Knee Pain and more.
Marianna Medvid, Registered Bowen Therapist, 
Homeoplus Outaouais Clinic, Hull. Safe, Gentle, 
Effective, Relaxing. 819-777-1818 (w) or 613-291-
6651 (c) mariannamedvid@yahoo.ca

Career Consultants
JOBJOY INC. Visit www.JobJoy.com for list of 

Job & Career Transition Coach. Author of Job Joy! 
& Job Joy for Young Adults. Find the career that 
matches you. Job search coaching. Best Resumes 
in Ottawa. Insurance coverage. Downtown Ottawa 
& Kanata locations. Tel: 613-563-0584, or email 
george@JobJoy.com

Community
Mothers Against Drunk Driving Drinking and 
Driving is no accident. MADD Canada offers a 
number of free services to victims of impaired 

for more information: 1-800-665-MADD (6233) 
or visit the national web site. For more information 
please or call (613) 236-6233
PARENT FINDERS. Reuniting families separated 
by adoption. 613-730-8305
ADULT CHILDREN ANONYMOUS, a 12 step 
group for adult children of alcoholic and other 
dysfunctional families. For information http://
acainnerpeace.ncf.ca

Counselling

Debra-Lynn Menard, M.Ed., C.C.C. Counsellor/
Psychotherapist. Optimum Health Coaching & 

rogers.com   613-737-4555
Pamela Holm Karmic & Past life Healing. Energy 
Music Therapy. Working with your spiritual Healers 
613-264-8671 pamela_holm@yahoo.com

CranioSacral Therapy
JOHN CARKNER, Advanced CST Practitioner 
and Intuitive Healer, Upledger Teaching Assistant, 
and Health & Wellness Educator.   Any questions 
or concerns? Call for a clear understanding of how 
CST can make a difference. Receive an introductory 
session for only $40!  613-596-2210 or jcarkner@
sympatico.ca

Dance
Journey Dance Ottawa – Holding creative dance 
workshops that are a celebration of life. Welcoming 
all souls, just as you are. www.journeydanceottawa.
com

Daycare
ORGANIC DAYCARE at the Glebe Reggio 
Centre. Embrace the harmony! 613-236-3000

Decluttering & Organisation
Gain freedom from clutter & save precious time & 
energy. Let me help you get organized so you can 

Acupuncture
Lori MacKay RMT, CAMA – Trained in Medical 
Acupuncture at McMaster University.  Providing 
treatment for acute and chronic musculoskeletal 
disorders and injuries such as, joint, neck, shoulder 
and back pain, headaches, tendonitis, carpal tunnel, 
arthritis, and more. Acupuncture can be performed 
alone or in conjunction with massage therapy 
treatment.  Convenient downtown location: For 
App. Please Call 613-241-3434. For More Info 
Contact Lori @ lorirmt@gmail.com or www.
lorirmt.ca
Outi Horn, D.Ac. Registered Acupuncture 
Practitioner. For Real Health Results, treatments 
for Internal Disorders in: PMS, Menopause, Post 
Partum, SAD, Insomnia, Post operative recovery 
and Pain Management. Book A Health Assessment 

infra red mineral lamp, Tuina massage and electro 
acupuncture. 613-619-0964, 613-226-9800 www.
acupunctureadvanatages.com Ins. Receipts.
Treat pain, chronic conditions, addiction, weight 
loss & pro-active tune-up for health. Gerry & Judy 
Spence, Ac./TCM 613 728-2579

A Course in Miracles
Course Oasis.  Courses, study groups, spiritual 
gatherings, individual mentoring and support, 
books.  Mary Anne Buchowski. 613-726-0195;  
courseoasis@primus.ca; www.courseoasis.org

Allergy
Debra Lowe Canada’s most highly trained 
Advanced-2 NAET  practitioner. (613) 526-9531 

NAET practitioners can be found at www.naet.com
See
Ottawa www.naetottawa.com 613 728-2579

Angelic Reiki
Let the Energy of the Angels transform you into 
divinity! In this Hands on Healing Manner BY: 
Rev. Gordon Olmstead FREE OF CHARGE! My 
will is to serve humanity! gordonolmstead@yahoo.
ca (613) 726-3385 (Home) (613) 323-0057 (Cell) 
Located in Nepean.

Art Galleries
Snapdragon Gallery 791 Bank Street (at Third) 
Richard Banister 613-233-1296

Do you want to be Naturally classified? Contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.

Did You Know:
The word “sneaker” was coined by Henry McKinney, 

an advertising agent for N.W. Ayer & Son.
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may range from linen closet to garage. Contact me 
at 613-762-1704 or gsmetta@gmail.com

Detox
Renate Graf: Safe, comfortable, clean procedure. 
Very effective detox procedure. Call 613 276-1220

Ear Candling

EAR CANDLING - HYGIENIC. Fire-resistant 
head cover. Riverside Health Centre. Dina (613) 
526-1255.

Emotional Freedom Technique

Debra Albert, EFT-CC, EFT-ADV. Emotional
Freedom Technique Practitioner & Personal 
Performance Coach.  debra@debra-albert.ca  www.
debra-albert.ca  613-859-3138
Combining the power of EFT and Donna Eden 
Energy Medicine to release blocks and empower 

McLenaghan, Private sessions and ongoing classes. 
www.energywellspring.com  Call 613-730-0411 

EMF Balancing 

EMF Balancers, Home, Work, Auto  Steve Priebe 
(613) 842-4758 spriebe@sympatico.ca www.
emffreezone.ca

Energy Healing
LINDA STEELE ˆ Highly effective energy 
medicine for healing emotional, physical & 
spiritual pain at the root level. In person or distance, 
people & pets. lsteele1122@rogers.com  www.
lindaenergyhealer.com 613-868-8468 Insurance 
receipts.
Erin Dooley: Intuitive energy healer. Healing 
beyond the hurt. Pay by means. Erin@pureshift.ca
613-858-8803.
MARTIN DESLAURIERS – Physical and 
emotional healing. From injuries to chronic 
diseases, pain, burnout, grief. Grounding and self-
healing group sessions. 819 965-0108 ext 101 
– www.MartinDeslauriers.com

Fresh Organic Produce
*Connaught Acres* www.connaughtacres.ca 
Organic Meats/Eggs/Local Seasonal Produce For 
more information call 613-448-3540 or email 
debbie@connaughtacres.ca

Health and Well Being
Belinda Roussel Howes, Health and Well-Being 
Consultant, Connecting you with the people and 
tools for your well-being journey.  Tel: 613 720-
6355; www.wellbeingottawa.com.
100% natural skin care  Free  of parabens, 
fragrances, preservatives and colorants. You can 
trust in the active and therapeutic ingredients of 
Moor mud, nourishing oils , herbal extracts, and 
essential oils, all blended in a Canadian facility to 
create a range of exquisite products for you. visit 
us on line at www.facialangleorganicskincare.com

Herbalism
ANNE DRISCOLL R.H. is a traditional herbalist 
wise in the healing ways of plants. In her practice 
she blends the wisdom of herbcraft with modern 

to restore the innate balance and strength of the 
body. All remedies are custom created to address 
each person’s unique health needs. For both 
chronic and acute conditions - let plants walk 
with you on the journey to wellness. Call the 
Avalon Herbal Clinic at 613-612-1181 or drop by 
Saturdays to Mother Earth Natural Health (747 D 
Richmond Road.)

Holistic Cooking
HOLISTIC COOKING ACADEMY OF 
CANADA INC. We train holistic nutritional chefs 
as well as enlightened home chefs. See www.
holistic-cooking.com to view advisory board and 
class agendas for employment opportunities. See 
Lori Nichols Davies, Dean, NHC, and nutrition 
consultant. 613-369-5013

Homeopathy
Dr Julek Meissner N.D.  Registered naturopathic 
doctor, with over 25 years experience in holistic 
healing. Naturopathy is covered by most private 
insurance plans. www.homeopathyrocks.com 613-
234-5151

Hypnotherapy
Use powerful and proven techniques to help you 
create a happier and healthier life. Offering over 
10 years experience in Counselling, Hypnotherapy 
and NLP. Karinna Najera  613-830-3468 www.
focusingonchange.com
HELP FOR ORDINARY EVERYDAY 
PROBLEMS WITH HYPNOSIS Sandra Marian 
B.A. T.E.S.O.L. N.L.P. Reiki I.E.T. C.C.P. C.C.H. 
C.M.P. n.d. Lay School Theology & Pastoral 

cards accepted Naturopathic (extended) health 
insurance receipts 2211 Riverside Drive-Suite 402  
(613)-866-8471

Hypnosis

Rid yourself of old habits and addictions. SLEEP 
despite your partner’s snoring thanks to hypnosis. 
Weight loss, Drug, Smoking, Sex, Food & Gambling 
addictions. Age regression to correct decades old 

728-2579 OR Gatineau: 819-661-1061. 1st session: 
$100. Subsequent $80. Insurance receipts. www.
naetottawa.com
Martine Brisson, hypnosis and alternative 
therapies. REDISCOVER THE JOY OF LIFE with 
the help of hypnosis, EFT, NLP, Eye movement 
Integration therapy, Psych-K, Reiki and IET.  I get 
to the source of the problem to eliminate it. Only 

hypnosis) in the region.  Teacher of 7 Path self-

hypnosis.  Stress reduction, remove fears, anxiety, 
self-esteem, traumas and more.  Insurance 
receipt available. Gatineau. 819-918-6670 www.
martinebrisson.com
Anxious? Stressed? Feeling worried all the time? 
Relax and enjoy life again....with HYPNOSIS!

Hacker guide you to personal success in stress 

life. 613-316-7575 ajhacker@rogers.com www.
adamhackerhypnosis.com

Indian Head Massage
2-day course offered through the Canadian Centre 
of Indian Head Massage with Debbie Boehlen. Full

indianheadmassagecanada.com
Richard Stannard: Indian Head Massage. 
Insurance coverage  613-731-5775 rmtstannard@
hotmail.com

Individual Practitioners
Miranda Dayvis
Natural Health Practitioner 613-835-9188
Jackie O’Grady: Internationally renowned Reiki 
Master/Teacher, Spiritual Counselor, Hot Stone 
Energy Therapy, Indian Head Massage, PSYCH-K 
Facilitator, Munay-Ki Facilitator, Light Language 
Grids, IONIC Detox Foot Spa www.jackie-ogrady.
com Jackie@jackie-ogrady.com 613-796-6371
Anna Maranta: Coaching, Counselling, Education 
and Spiritual Direction from an Integral Perspective. 
Call: 613.867.5505 or email: maranta.anna@gmail.
com

Infrared Saunas
Improve your overall health and wellness 
with Infrared technology.  Visit www.
northernsaunacompany.com to learn the many 

infrared sauna use.  Call us today at 613-618-3964 
or 1-800-981-6774

Journey

Marie Bonselaar: Be guided on a journey deep 

and lasting change. Journey Practitioner www.
your-inner-wisdom.com 613-736-9229
Phyllis Wedding:
the freedom already living in your Soul.  819-467-
3800  First process for donation only. 

Joy & Happiness

21 DAYS to Happiness Workbooks & NIKKEN
Pi-Mag Water-Air-Sleep, Sylvia@613-721-0039

Laughter
Laugh with Sophie, Laughter Yoga Teacher and 
Leader Bring more health, joy and harmony in 
your life through laughter Workshops-conferences-
retreats-training-laughter club-individual coaching 
(613) 842-9771 

Do you want to be Naturally classified? Contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.
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Meditation

FREE MEDITATION CLASSES offered as a 
community service by the Sri Chinmoy Centre 
of Ottawa. Learn simple, powerful meditation 
techniques to help you in everyday life. Call 
613-791-5793 for dates and locations of ongoing 
classes. Visit www.srichinmoy.org to view the 
spiritual teachings and writings of Sri Chinmoy.  
Transcendental Meditation (TM) — A
completely effortless meditation technique revived 
by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi from the ancient Vedic 
tradition of knowledge. Transcendental Meditation 
is taught by highly trained instructors in a 
standardized 7-step course, with ongoing followup. 
Transcendental Meditation allows your mind to 
settle inward beyond thought to the most silent and 
peaceful level of consciousness, your innermost 
self. It is deeply restful and is backed by hundreds 
of published studies. See www.doctorsontm.com or 
www.tm.org  Ottawa center: 613-565-2030; email: 
Ottawa@maharishi.ca
Dynamic Meditation. Learn the life-changing 
techniques of mantra meditation and mindfulness 
for inner peace and wellbeing. Introductory and 
advanced classes. Also, workshops on intuition, 
self-care, mastering thoughts and emotions, 
chakras. Call Jennifer Bernius at 613-721-3787 or 
jbernius@rogers.com. 25 years’ experience.
GROUNDING AND SELF-HEALING group
sessions. Emotion integration and transmutation. 
819 965-0108 ext 101 – www.MartinDeslauriers.
com

N.A.E.T.

Debra Lowe Canada’s most highly trained 
Advanced-2 NAET  practitioner. (613) 526-9531.  

NAET practitioners can be found at www.naet.com

Allergy: Computer testing & treatment. Also 
treat pain, poor metabolism, ADD/ADHD, MCS, 
Chronic Fatigue, IBS, Fibromyalgia, digestive 
disorders, migraines & more. 12th yr of NAET 
practise, 30 yrs medicine. Developer of NAET 
protocols. Judy & Gerry Spence. 613 728-2579 
NAET Clinic of Ottawa. www.naetottawa.com

Organic

FREE LOCAL ECO-HOME DELIVERY on 
orders over $35! Sustainable small business w. 
best service, quality selection + low prices for 
natural, organic, local and fair trade goods. www.
ECOOTTAWA.com - proudly serving Ottawa 
since 2006.

Psychotherapy
Alison Price B.A., M.Ed., CCC: Registered 
psychotherapist, E.M.D.R. trained. For help 
with emotional and mental health related to life 
stressors, traumas, relationships, and loss I offer 

Life Between Lives
This is the space between your current life and 
the one before. The times between death and re-
entering the womb for another life. But what goes 
on in that time-space? What happens to the soul? 
This is journey to the other side to better understand 
the reason for which we came on earth.  The process 
is profound, the session itself last up to three hours. 
Martine Brisson, hypnosis and alternative therapies 
Gatineau, 819-918-6670 www.martinebrisson.com

Life Coach
Bryce Healey: Member International Coach 

8848  bryce@brycehealey.com  www.brycehealey.
com

Lymphatic Drainage
LYMPH DRAINAGE, MASSAGE. Detoxify 
body. Reduce cellulite, edema. Effective for 

Dina
ROMT (613) 526-1255. Also in Val-des-Mont, 
Quebec.
Richard Stannard RMT Massage, Structural 
Integration A.R.T. 613-731-5775

Massage
Yoga meets massage for double the relaxation. 
Treat yourself to this ancient healing art, it is simply 
beautiful. Two locations: Gatineau and Ottawa. - 
sunbeamtouch.ca, 613-858-THAI (8424),  Charles

Massage Therapy (Registered)
JENNIFER PRESLEY, RMT. Treatment & 
relaxation, deep tissue, Craniosacral, Reiki.
Injuries, pregnancy, migraine, TMJ. Vibrant 
Health, 20 James St., Top Fl. 613-237-4400. www.
vibranthealthmassage.ca
Blackburn Hamlet Massage Therapy Our
specialities include; Back and Neck Pain, Stress 
Relief, Head Aches, Repetitive Strain Injuries, TMJ 
etc. 2559 Innes Rd, 613-841-2382
Richard Stannard RMT Massage, Structural 
Integration A.R.T. 613-731-5775
Lori MacKay RMT, CAMA – Feeling stress, pain, 
or just need to relax? Therapeutic massage can help. 
Providing treatment for acute and chronic conditions 
and injuries.  Experienced in motor vehicle accident 
claims.  Also trained in Acupuncture and Thai Yoga 
Massage. Receipts issued.  Convenient downtown 
location: For App. Please Call 613-241-3434. For 
More Info Contact Lori @ lorirmt@gmail.com or 
www.lorirmt.ca
ALICE TRACEY RMT Located in Centrepointe 
(close to Woodroffe exit off 417). 8 years experience. 
Providing relaxation, deep tissue, swedish massage, 

stone massage. Insurance receipts provided. Online 
booking: www.alicetracey.com. Or call 613-680-
0086.

Do you want to be Naturally classified? Contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.

For information call (613) 730-3670.
Psychic Readings

LINDA THERRIEN World Know Medium 
Clairvoyant.  Using Crystals, Chinese Astrology 
and Channeling, Cards, my Readings consist of 
guidance in your work, health, love and Spiritual 
Healing. I am accurate, dependable and gifted. I am 
Founder of Dimensional Meditation with crystals, 
Past Life Regression Channeling Facilitator and a 
Reiki Master Teacher Practitioner 613-824-4548 
www.lifehealthhealing.com

Quit Smoking

STOP SMOKING with Omega Laser Therapy 
Break the habit for a healthy future 613-680-4931

Recognition of Spiritual Guidance
A one hour, private consultation by appointment 
shows you the order of your gifts of communication, 
and how to be more in control of your environment. 
You learn how many angels you have, and how to 
have a two way communication with them. Find 
answers for yourself so you will feel peace of mind. 
$ 72.00.  Call 613-238-7844 rbunbury@magma.ca 

RAC
gives a treatment that is a natural healing art based 

hand, and ears, which correspond to every part, 
organ, and gland in the body. Through application 

tension and improves circulation. Located at 
the James Street Wellness Centre. kdmchugh@
persona.ca 613-652-9064

Reiki

LIFE HEALTH HEALING CENTER Linda
Therrien, Usui-Tibetan Reiki Master/ Teacher. 
Weekly classes and treatment sessions. Founder 
of Dimensional Meditation with crystals, weekly 
private classes. Call: 613-824-4548 www.
lifehealthhealing.com
DINA. Usui Reiki Master. Harmonize body, 
mind and emotional system. Bring peace of mind. 
Sessions and training for all levels. Riverside 
Health Centre. 613-526-1255.
Susan Jennings, Usui Reiki Master, teacher 
and practitioner. Calm, gentle, healing Reiki 
appointments call 613 596 2708. Reiki class 
schedule www.reiki-life-energy.com 
Enjoy a 90 minute Reiki treatment and relaxation 
massage with Usui Practitioner Pauline Brown, 
taking time to pamper yourself today, makes for a 
better tomorrow! $50.00 per session, call: 819-684-
7885 or healinghandswithpauline@hotmail.com
Janice Land Usui Reiki Master/Teacher. Sessions
for stress reduction, relaxation and to promote 
healing. Ottawa East 613 834-6677. 
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Restaurants
GOVINDA’S ALL YOU CAN EAT Vegetarian/
Vegan Buffet. 212 Somerset East  Regular $7.00 
Students & Seniors $5.00
PEACE GARDEN: International Vegetarian 
Power Juice Bar Gourmet Coffee & Tea House.  
Vegetarian never tasted so good. 47 Clarence Street 
613-562-2434

Retreats
NEW LIFE RETREAT Lanark Highlands, 
Ottawa-1 hour. Group rentals, workshops, personal 
retreats, 100 acres, xc ski trails, snowshoeing, hot 
tub, solarium, wood stoves. Vegetarian cuisine, raw 
/ cooked. www.newliferetreat.com 613-259-3337
The Ranch Retreat Appointments & private 
personalized retreats for individuals/small groups. 
65 beautiful environmentally friendly acres. 
Meadows, forest, trails, water frontage.  Holistic 
health care services: Medical Intuition, Meditation, 
Body Work, Brain Gym, etc. Westport/Perth area. 
www.theRanchRetreat.ca 613-273-7507

Hyatt Saikin  22 years experience. Insurance 
Coverage 613-277-5080
Miranda Dayvis, Advanced Practitioner. 613-835-
9188
Julia Berg
Practitioner. 69 Holland Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1Y 
0X9 613.894.3663 berg.julia@gmail.com
Richard Stannard
Structural Balance Insurance coverage  613-731-
5775 rmtstannard@hotmail.com 

Schools
NATIONAL HEALTH INSTITUTES self 
study programs are primarily focused in areas of 

naturalhealthinstitutes.com 1-877-846-6722
Shamanism

LINDA STEELE ˆ Shamanic Native Healing. 
Trained in the 8th Fire School of Algonquin 
Shamanism. Sessions highly effective for healing 
emotional, physical and spiritual distress due to 
abuse, divorce, grief, childhood issues and psychic 
attacks.  Crystal Healing and Shamanic Workshops. 
Sessions available in person or distance, serving 
people & pets. www.lindaenergyhealer.com 613-
868-8468 Insurance receipts.

Spiritual Centres

HARE KRISHNA TEMPLE 212 Somerset East 
613-565-6544

Spiritualist Church
SPIRITUALISTS’ CHURCH OF OTTAWA
Sunday 2:30-4:30  Services held at: Yellow Room, 
Unitarian House - 20 Cleary Avenue (North off 

Contact Reverend Rosemary Nowakowska 
613-761-7914
OTTAWA INTERFAITH SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH - Sundays 10:30am, 430 Churchill 
Avenue (corner Churchill and Byron). Healing and 
Messages. Contact Rev Susan Guimond 613-820-
8231. Website: www.ottawaspiritualistchurch.com 

Do you want to be Naturally classified? Contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.

Tarot
Inspirational and Intuitive Tarot and Angel 

you can manifest, as seen through the eyes of my 
Angel and Spirit Guides. I have a background in 
I.E.T. Angel Therapy and Reiki that heighten my 
Psychic Ability and Spiritual Awareness. Call 
Lori 613-841-4731.

Thai Massage
Lori MacKay RMT, CAMA - Looking for a 
way to reduce stress and relax? Thai massage 
stretches the whole body and helps remove 
deeply held tension in the muscles.  Convenient 
downtown location: For App. Please Call 613-
241-3434. For More Info Contact Lori @ 
lorirmt@gmail.com or www.lorirmt.ca
Aviva Cohen: Thai Yoga Massage at the Ottawa 
Shambhala Meditation Center. www.avivacohen.
ca 613-697-5644

Visceral Manipulation
Aviva Cohen: Healing at the core. You may be 
experiencing seemingly unrelated symptoms of 
core issues. www.avivacohen.ca 613-697-5644

Weddings
CO-CREATE THE GOWN OF YOUR 
DREAMS! Wedding, hand fasting, ritual attire 
for all. Tracey@tav-creations.com 613-241-3397

Work From Home
Business partners required in Greely, 
Manotick, Barrhaven and other Ottawa areas. 
E-mail me at staygreen@rogers.com for more 
info or call 613-323-0959.

Did You Know:

Kircher used a candle or oil lamp to project hand-painted images onto a white screen. Modern projectors 
emit more than a thousand Lumens!

Treatment Rooms-Excellent Location
Two treatment rooms for rent at exceptional downtown location on Somerset

Street West at the corner of Elgin.  Shared with other alternative health
care practitioners. Other practitioners include osteopath and massage

therapist. One room is 15’x8’ with window $725 per month. A second room 
is 9’x8’ without window $450 per month.  Suitable for massage therapy,
naturopathy, acupuncture, osteopathy, body work etc. Large, attractive

shared reception area. Includes phone line with voice mail and spring water.

month’s rent, available August 1st. Call Phyllis or Donna at 613-230-4869
for further information or to arrange to view the space.
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Visit www.pranashanti.com for more information

Morning Group Sadhanas ~ By Donation
NOW Every Friday, 5:00 AM – 7:00 AM
One hour of Yoga and one hour of Meditation in the Kundalini Yoga tradition.  

the mind clear to accurately guide our actions.” The Aquarian Teacher.  Cost:  
By donation to the Food Bank

Kids Yoga Summer Camp with Jamie Reardon
Monday to Friday, August 8th to August 12th, 1:00 PM – 4:00 PM

Daily yoga practice; Yoga games; Arts & Crafts; Parachute games; Stories; 

the kids. The week will end with a special yoga presentation for the parents 
to enjoy! Ages: 4-9 year old boys and girls.  Cost: $120.00 for the week per 
camper or $28.00 per day per camper. 

Baratz with Tenzin Zopa
Friday, August 12th, 7:30 PM to 9:30 PM

world-renowned Tibetan master who passed away in 2001 at age 84. The Dalai 
Lama charges the deceased monk’s devoted disciple, Tenzin Zopa (who had 
been in his service since age 7), to search for his master’s reincarnation, a child 
who may be anywhere in the world.  Cost:  By Donation to the Food Bank. 
Popcorn included!

Soul Collage with Catherine Gee
Saturday, August 13th, 1:00 PM to 3:30 PM
Explore your creativity and gain insight on your life’s path.  Soul Collage is 
a process for accessing your intuition and inner wisdom. It’s an opportunity 
to begin work on creating an incredible deck of cards with deep personal 
meaning.   Cost:  $45.00 per person includes all material.

Yoga for Sleep with Richard Hudspith
Sunday, August 14th, 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Do you toss and turn and miss out on a sound sleep that you know would do 
wonders for your body? 

spine, and calm your nervous system before going to sleep.  Cost:  $35.00 
per person.

Full and New Moon Meditations
Join us for these special classes that call upon the powerful energy of the 
full and new moons. Balance your mind, calm your spirit, and uplift your 
soul!
Cost: Class Card or Drop-In Fee.

� Sunday, August 14th, 6:00 PM – Full Moon Gong & Meditation
� Tuesday, August 30th, 5:45 PM – Double Gong for the New 

Moon

Osho Nadabrahma Meditation with Cassie Love 
Friday, August 19th, 7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
Based on a Tibetan technique, this meditation lasts for one hour and has 
four stages.  Enter into the depths of your consciousness and create more 
awareness and balance in your life.  Cost: Use your Class Card or Drop In 
Fee.

Natural Events

If you have an upcoming Natural Event, contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.
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Natural Events

Sadhana Celebration for Yogi Bhajan’s Birthday
Friday, August 26th, 5:00 AM to 7:30 AM
In the Kundalini Yoga tradition, 2 ½ hours of chanting to bring focus, 
structure and discipline to the mind.  Cost: By donation to the Food Bank. 
Everyone is welcome, always!

Kundalini Yoga 101 with Devinder Kaur and Atmabir Kaur
Saturday, August 27th, 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
During this class we will do a short Kundalini Yoga set which includes 
yoga postures, breath techniques and a meditation. Topics covered include:  

to Kundalini Yoga class; Overview of basic postures (asanas), breath 
techniques (pranayam) and mantras; Q&A.  Cost: $40.00 per person and 
includes a yoga mat rental, travel mug, 2 free class passes, & an Intro. to 
Kundalini Yoga Booklet. 

Aquarian Teacher - Kundalini Yoga Teacher Training – Level 1
October 14th , 2011 to June 6, 2012, 220+ Hour Program
8 weekends + 3-Day Weekend Retreat
Check Website for FREE OPEN HOUSES

internationally recognized and YA RYT-200 approved. You will be part of 
a supportive, yogic community who will share this deep experience into 
the teachings with you. Taking the time to meet over nine weekends with 
manageable hours allows you to integrate the teachings gracefully into your 
daily life while respecting your personal, family and work obligations.  Our
worldwide Teaching Team brings a wealth of experience and expertise. 

Payment Plans and Student/Senior discounts available.

KRI Level 2 Mind and Meditation 
with Mahan Rishi Singh and Nirbhe Kaur
Two 3 Day Weekends
Oct 28th - Oct 30th & Nov 25th - Nov 27th, 2011
Mind & Meditation, a KRI Level 2 course as taught by Yogi Bhajan, is 
intended to illuminate the relationship between you and your mind. Through 
this powerful experience, you will explore how the mind works in relationship 
to yourself and others. You will begin to integrate fundamental concepts about 
the nature and dynamics of the mind into your life. Perhaps most important of 
all, you will deepen your meditative practice.  Early bird pricing ends October 
15th, 2011.

30 Hour Yin Yoga Teacher Training with Joe Barnett
Two 3-day weekends: January 20-22, 2012 and February 3-5, 2012.
More and more teachers and practitioners are exploring Yin Yoga. This is a 
natural reaction to what has become an extremely yang health culture. A yin 
practice emphasizes the connective tissues of the hips, thighs, pelvis and lower 
spine. It prepares the body and mind for longer meditation practices.  This 30-
hour training is a strong complementary training for a current Yoga Teacher of 
any style or a spring board for the student who is ready to take the leap into a 
broader perspective and fuller appreciation of the practice of Yin Yoga.  Early 
Bird Rate, Payment Plans and Student/Senior discounts available.

If you have an upcoming Natural Event, contact info@OttawaNatural.com or call 613-277-5080.

Did You Know:

The Monopoly game was invented 
by Charles Darrow in 1933. He sold 
the rights to George Parker in 1935, 
then aged 58. Parker invented more 
than 100 games, including Pit, Rook, 

Flinch, Risk and Clue.
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continued on Pg. 34

way to stay cool. However, an air conditioner can use up to 16% of a home’s energy usage.  By utilizing the tips below, you can 
help the environment and still stay cool.

Tip 1 - Buy An Energy Star Air Conditioner
These air conditioners use anywhere from 10 to 50 percent less energy than regular air conditioners. By going with this type of air 
conditioner, you save money on your electric bill by reducing how much energy is being used. These eco friendly air conditioners will 
also have a timer and thermostat that controls the temperature of the device.

Tip 2 - Properly Sized Air Conditioner
Consider the space size of your home. There are four factors you should consider including:
- How many windows your home has
- What kind of shading it has
- How insulated the home is
- How much heat is being generated by all who live in the home and the appliances being used

10 Tips to a more
Eco Friendly Air Conditioner
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Summer Corn Salad

Naturally Delicious Recipes

Did You Know:

machine was 
invented by Hero 
of Alexandria in 

When a coin was 
dropped into a slot, 

its weight would 
pull a cork out of 
a spigot and the 

machine would dis-
pense a trickle 
of holy water.

Source:
www.didyouknow.org

Locally grown corn and tomatoes will be in abundance 

yellow corn tossed with chunks of tomato and onion 
with a fresh basil vinaigrette.

Prep Time:  25 minutes
Cook Time: 20 minutes
Ready In: 45 minutes
Original Recipe Yield: 4 servings 

Ingredients:

6 ears organic corn, husked and cleaned
3 large organic tomatoes, diced
1 large onion, diced
1/4 cup chopped fresh basil
1/4-cup organic cold pressed olive oil
2 tablespoons organic white vinegar
Sea salt and pepper to taste

Directions:

1. Bring a large pot of lightly salted water to a boil. 
2. Cook corn in boiling water for 7 to 10 minutes, or 

until desired tenderness. 
3. Drain, cool, and cut kernels off the cob with a sharp 

knife.
4. In a large bowl, toss together the corn, tomatoes, 

onion, basil, oil, vinegar, salt and pepper. 
5. Chill until serving. 

Nutritional Information: 
Amount Per Serving:  Calories: 305;Total Fat: 15.6g; 
Cholesterol: 0mg 

Source: www.allrecipes.com/canada
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Naturally Delicious Recipes

Did You Know:

One hour before 
Alexander Graham Bell 

registered his patent 
for the telephone in 
1876, Elisha Gray 

patented his design. 
After years of litigation, 

the patent went 
to Bell.

Raspberry, Avocado & Mango Salad
Servings:  5 (2 cups each)
Total Time: 25 minutes 

Ingredients

1 1/2 cups fresh orgnaic raspberries, divided
1/4 cup extra-virgin organic olive oil
1/4 cup organic red-wine vinegar
1 small clove garlic, coarsely chopped
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
1/8 teaspoon freshly ground organic pepper
8 cups mixed salad greens
1 ripe organic mango, diced
1 small ripe organic avocado, diced
1/2 cup thinly sliced organic red onion
1/4 cup toasted chopped hazelnuts, or sliced almonds (see 
Tip), optional

Preparation

Puree 1/2 cup raspberries, oil, vinegar, garlic, salt and pepper 
in a blender until combined.
Combine greens, mango, avocado and onion in a large bowl. 

Pour the dressing on top and gently toss to coat. 
salad plates. 

Top each with the remaining raspberries and sprinkle with 
nuts, if using.

Tip: To toast chopped or sliced nuts, heat a small dry skillet 
over medium-low heat. Add nuts and cook, stirring, until 
lightly browned and fragrant, 2 to 3 minutes. 

Nutrition
Per serving: 215 calories; 16 g fat ( 2 g sat , 12 g mono ); 

122 mg sodium; 564 mg potassium.
Nutrition Bonus: Vitamin C (70% daily value), Vitamin A 
(60% dv), Folate (36% dv), Potassium (16% dv).

Source: www.eatingwell.com 
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By
Jordan and Kyla Miller

Natural Remedies for
Food Poisoning

      Hardly anyone ever expects to get food poisoning, since the food or drink itself may look, smell and taste 

symptoms may appear. These can include vomiting, severe headache, diarrhea, fatigue, digestion distress, etc. 

develop immunity to antibiotics, so it is only a short-lived remedy at best. Are there natural, less harsh remedies 
we can make and use at home?
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One home remedy for food poisoning is complete bed-
rest. Many cases of food poisoning are caused by parasites or 
bacteria, which enter the body by the thousands or millions. 
As part of our body’s brilliant design, it will begin to send 

activities in order to allow our body to heal itself. We should 
also abstain from any solid food for twenty-four hours so that 
we don’t place unneeded burden on our digestive system.
Sipping on warm water with added lemon juice will not only 
be soothing, but it will also assist in the cleansing of our 

An Ayurvedic remedy is to combine 1 tsp black pepper, 
2 cloves of garlic, 1 tbsp of cumin seeds, and a little sea salt in 4 
cups of water. Boil this mixture until it reduces to 2 cups. Sip on 
this three times daily to cleanse and treat diarrhea.

Chinese herbalism suggests chewing on ginger to ease 
nausea. Alternatively, sipping on ginger tea would have the same 
desired effect.

It will keep you hydrated and at the same time help with various 
symptoms. For example, comfrey root and meadowsweet tea 
will help to treat infection and relieve symptoms. Arrowroot or 
slippery elm tea can soothe the digestive tract and help restore 

can also increase in intensity if we are stressed, so chamomile tea 

can also induce calmness and even sleep.

Aromatherapy can also assist in recovery. Spray 
chamomile oil into the air or rub into the temples to calm and 
ease symptoms. Lavender oil can be rubbed into the abdomen to 
reduce any spasms and to help encourage healing. Bergamot on a 
cold cloth and placed on the head will reduce any fever.

In cases where there is diarrhea with a burning sensation, 
vomiting and a craving for cold drinks, red phosphorus can help. 
Phosphorus is obtained from bone ash and can also treat anxieties 
and fears.

If you wish to induce vomiting to expel the poison, 
drinking cider vinegar with some warm water will do this. 

Travelling

Some individuals fear contracting food poisoning when 
travelling. Strong spices like cayenne, curry and turmeric have 
preventive properties against food poisoning and can be added 
to food and water. Bringing super foods, MSM powder, green 
powders, and vitamin C will give your body extra strength to 

is also great to have with you, as it is known for its ability to 
stop infections. Taking bentonite clay can be used to remove 
all the toxins and harmful waste and build-up in our bodies. 
Additionally, it can resolve digestive distress.

Light at the End of the Tunnel

Once symptoms start to subside and the worst is over, it is 
time to replenish and heal our bodies. When the vomiting has 
ceased, ripe bananas can be eaten to help restore the bacterial 
balance in the gut. Cultured vegetables (fermented foods) and 
probiotic supplements can help as well.

Prevention

The best remedy for food poisoning is prevention. Good 
hygiene practices before, during, and after food preparation can 
reduce the chances of contracting an illness. Keeping our diet 
clean and fresh is also a great prevention technique.  Let us 
always rely on our instincts when it comes to the foods we eat.

For more useful tips, check out www.guidinginstincts.com

In the developed countries, the proportion of 
adults married has declined from 72% in 1970 

ending in divorce is between 50% and 67%. 
The chance that a second marriage will end 
in divorce is about 10% higher than for the 
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          Andrew Harvey is author of The Hope: A Guide To Sacred 
Activism, and Founder Director of the Institute of Sacred 
Activism. He is described as a renowned and distinguished 
mystical scholar, Rumi translator and explicator, poet, 
novelist, spiritual teacher and writer, and architect of Sacred 
Activism. And you can meet him and learn from him right in 
your own backyard, well, almost in your own backyard.

From September 23-25, you are invited to participate in 
the second Power Up Your Life weekend in Almonte, The 
Friendly Town. 

Dancing in the 
Flames, a documentary about Marion Woodman, directed by 
Adam Greydon Reid. Born in London, Ontario, to a preacher, 
Marion Woodman trained in Zurich and is one of the most 
widely read authors on feminine psychology. She encouraged 
people to get in tune with the messages in their subconscious, 

we end up in the hospital.” She has also helped bridge the 
gap between the sexes with such work as Bly & Woodman 
On Men & Women, a videotaped workshop with poet Robert 
(Iron John) Bly, a pioneer in the men’s movement. Workshop 
participants may release some of their own energies through 

The workshop begins in full on Saturday, as Andrew 
discusses how effective it can be to combine the forces of 
spirituality and activism in our lives. Then delve into the 
Divine Feminine and the Divine Masculine and learn how to 
access them in yourselves and how they can affect our world.

On Sunday, Andrew will lay out the seven laws for 
sacred activism, covering topics such as the necessity of 
incorporating a spiritual practice into your life, transforming 
anger into wise energy, the importance of community or 

laws, he shows that neither the noble, pragmatic work of the 
activist nor the passive spirituality of the individual is enough 
to change the world. These two must be fused to affect real 
change.

Power Up Your 
Life in Almonte 
this September

when Lilly White awoke from a dream with a message that 
Almonte needed to host a three-day spiritual event that was 

to bring people together in unity within the community to 

Up Your Life weekend in 2009, where the keynote speaker, 
medical intuitive Dr. Mona Lisa Schulz, along with guest 
speakers Chipo Chambare, Deborah Owen, Ruthann Pisaretz 
and Mary Anderson, shared knowledge and understanding 
with participants. They spoke of listening to your body, 
your heart, and your mind. The participants, speakers and 
volunteers enjoyed the exchange of information and the 
feeling of safe friendship amongst the group and they asked 
for more. 

The Power Up Your Life weekend is presented by Lilly 
White and her team of volunteers and will be held September 
23-25 in the Old Town Hall, 14 Bridge Street, Almonte 
(25 minutes southwest of Kanata). The cost for the entire 
weekend is $250. You can pay online via a PayPal, with your 
credit card or you can mail in a cheque. For more information 
and to register, see powerupyourlife.ca or contact Diana 
Boal at (613) 295-6749. Learn more about the speaker at 
andrewharvey.net and see the food and shopping options 
Almonte has to offer at DowntownAlmonte.ca. Reserve your 
copy of The Hope at Mill Street Books at (613) 256-9090 or 
info@millstreetbooks.com, and come out to the book signing 
Friday from 2-4 p.m.

The Old Town Hall is a beautiful venue, with great 
acoustics, but has a seating limit, so register early to avoid 

any income after expenses is donated to a charity. This year’s 
donation will be to the Council of Canadians Water Project 
(canadians.org/water).
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By
Lydia Pawelak

To take advantage of this ancient wisdom, present-
day Feng Shui has been adapted to the Western world, and is 

the Feng Shui practitioner uses objects to either enhance or 

environment.

the I Ching, the Book of Changes. These eight directions also 
represent the eight aspirations in

life: career, education, family, health, prosperity, marriage, 
children and mentors.

A Feng Shui practitioner works with these principles 

or stagnates, we have poor Feng Shui. The key purpose of Feng 

Other than moving furniture or objects, Feng Shui 
cures include the addition of mirrors, crystals, lights, wind 
chimes, sound, plants, water, animals and artwork. In case 
you are afraid your home will end up looking like a Chinese 

restaurant, modern Feng Shui includes cures, which will not 
disrupt the creative style and design elements you want to 
maintain in your place.

Subtle changes -- like changing the position of your 
desk, your bed, or the dining room table -- can have dramatic 
results. Enhancing good Feng Shui helps increase the chances 
of:

- Finding the job you are looking for
- Attracting business opportunities
- Relieving daily stress
- Increasing the health of you and your family
- Finding a loving, faithful partner
- Attracting wealth and prosperity

Feng Shui affects every aspect of our life, and the 

is not a religion or a beliefsystem; asking someone if they 
believe in Feng Shui is like asking them if they believe in 
the weather. Feng Shui is not a question of faith, but a fact 
of life.

There are four different schools of Feng Shui, and 
although the basic principles remain the same, the approach 
differs. They are:

Feng Shui
“The Acupuncture of Healing”

continued on Pg. 40

arranging our environment so we can live in harmony with our surroundings.
An age-old and well-developed system dating back at least 3,000 years, Feng Shui has only been known 

in the Western world for the past hundred years. Demonstrating great respect for ancestors, Feng Shui was 

long life, prosperity, and luck.
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continued from Pg. 27

If you’re getting a window unit, get a 
BTU size that’s big enough to cool the 
room but not too big that it’s not working 
like it should.

Tip 3 - Sealing Building Air Leaks
The best way to save money and be kind 
to the environment is to seal leaks inside 

using sealants or weather stripping. 

Tip 4 - Maintenance

Filters should be cleaned or replaced every 
three months. Even if it doesn’t look like 

it, do it anyway. When there is enough 

Tip 5 - Thermostat Programming
Determine what your level of comfort 
is temperature-wise. Keep in mind that 
the higher the thermostat is set, the less 
energy you will use.

Tip 6 - Fan Installation
Ceiling fans will help circulate the 
air (and heat) evenly in a room and 
don’t use much energy to operate. If 
you don’t have them in every room, 
consider the rooms you use a lot and 
then choose which ones to install 
ceiling fans in.

Tip 7 - Heat Pumps
Installing heat pumps in your home 
help to move air about in the home, 
which can lower the amount of eco 
friendly air conditioner energy you use 
to cool down the home and warm it up 
as well.

Tip 8 - Keep The Shades Down
During the summertime, it’s best to 
keep the shades down so that unwanted 
heat won’t make its way inside. During 

the winter months, you’ll want to 
keep them shut so that you keep the 
warm air in. 

Tip 9 - Shade Your AC
Try to install your eco friendly AC 
around bushes and trees so that the 
summer sun won’t be able to beat 
down on it so easily. When you do 

and won’t constantly run. 

Tip 10 - Using Older Air Conditioners
Sometimes you can take an old air 
conditioner and have it refurbished to 
meet new environmental standards. 
When you do this, you keep that unit 

However, if you intend to buy new 
eco friendly air conditioner, consider 
taking your old air conditioner to a 
recycling plant and let them dispose 
of it.

Source:  www.supergreenme.com

Did You Know:

It was also his idea to use the @ sign to separate the name of the user from 
the name of the computer.
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Devinder’s Quick Tips
Congratulations on an excellent exercise choice! Yoga is wonderful for stretching 

tense muscles, calming a racing mind, and improving balance and strength. You may have also 

your practice in another direction.  

type of Yoga is right for you is to think about why you might have been interested in 

what you like.  Are you looking for a lot of physical intensity? Do you like to sweat?  Are 
gentle poses better suited to you at this time because you are recovering from an injury 
or surgery?  Are you looking for a deeper sense of spiritual awareness?  Your preferences 
may also change from day to day, with the seasons and according to what is happening in 
your life.

Go ahead and experiment.  To begin, try beginner classes to become familiar with 
the basic poses and breathing.  From there, when you feel comfortable with the basic class 
structure, postures and breath work you can branch out to try different styles of Yoga.  Why 
limit yourself to just one style?  We can feel different from day-to-day so opting for different 
styles can provide variety, work different aspects of our physical body and expand our mind, 
while contributing to our overall sense of well being. Yoga DVDs and online lessons are 
another great way to experiment with different styles.

variety of Teachers that are teaching the same style of Yoga so you can more easily relate to the 
teachings not to the personality and characteristics of a single Teacher.  Teachers love to share 
their knowledge so speak with your Teachers and ask them questions about the styles of yoga 
they teach and for pointers on how you can evolve your practice.  

Yoga is everywhere and can be anything. One person’s Yoga could be doing 12 
sun salutations everyday, while another’s might be meditating at sunrise.  Someone else may 
chant 30 minutes each evening.  Another may practice everyday to increase their strength to 
do Parsva Bakasana or Side Crane Pose.  That’s the beauty of Yoga – it’s inside each one of us 
ready to be revealed at any time.

This Month: 
What type of Yoga is Right for You?

Devinder Kaur (Alison Finney) is 

Yoga Teacher and Lead Teacher 
Trainer   in   Ottawa.   She  is  the 
Director and Owner of 
PranaShanti Yoga Centre. For 
more          information,          visit 
www.pranashanti.com or call 
613-761-9642 (YOGA).

In 1889, Kansas undertaker Almon B. Strowger 
wanted to prevent telephone operators from 

advising his rivals of the death of local citizens. 
So he invented the automatic exchange.
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Suffering from 
Gomphotic
Infections?

By
Dr. Paul Greenacre

called gomphoses.  These are the simplest of joint systems and mouth bacteria cause infections called 
gingivitis or bleeding gums .In fact, these simplest of joint infections have always scourged mankind.  Just 
as our DNA can be traced back to our early human roots, so our current mouth organisms can be traced 
back to early micro biota that plagued our ancestors.

continued on Pg. 41

Babies are born without mouth bacteria, which is good 
for breast-feeding mothers. They acquire their parents’ 
bacteria, fungi, viruses and parasites mostly by indirect 
contact.  Someone kisses the baby’s hand and then the baby 
puts that same hand into its mouth or Mother tastes the baby 
food for temperature and then passes the spoonful of food 
to her baby.  So, in a sense, we inherit most of our mouth 
bacteria from our family and that will continue to be the 
case.  However, we can also get mouth infections by direct 

spit –insanity” - kissing passionately!
These mouth organisms are dangerous to your health 

because when your gums are bleeding it means these bugs 
are breeding and entering your bloodstream. This is not 

good for the river of life. This is also not good for your 
breath.  Mouth infections, together with throat and sinus 
infections or some systemic infections, are the cause of most 
bad breath.

Currently there are about 12 systemic areas of research 
looking into the oral health and total health connection: 
atherosclerosis, strokes, heart disease diabetes, kidney 
disease, preterm babies, underweight full term babies, 
Alzheimer’s, osteoporosis, aspiration pneumonia, stomach 
illnesses and oral cancer and possibly other cancers, in 
particular breast cancer (A new breast cancer theory is that 
oral organisms can enter the ducts of the breast nipples and 
cause irritations that lead to some types of breast cancer.).
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Claim Your Beauty 
Back Right In 
Your Kitchen!

Then, what happened to us? Well, cosmetic companies 
did an exceptional job at convincing us that the solution to 
a beautiful face and skin comes in a tube or a jar. And they 
are coming up with new and ‘better’ solutions all the time. 

you could become a full time job. We often get frustrated and 

By
Magdalena Tomczak

discouraged in the process, but the promise of eternal youth 
keeps us going for more. Please do not misunderstand me, 

is rather how we rely on them for beauty that is problematic.  
We look at our face and skin as if they were separate 

from the rest of us. We have entrusted our female beauty 

It may seem a little silly to admit that our grandma’s beauty routines might have made just a little 
more sense than our own, especially with all the money most of us have invested in products while searching 

very intuitive in her beauty care.  Her skin looked lovely, even though she did not apply any pricy serums or 
sophisticated big name skin care products. If you ask me, she was simply more in touch with her female senses 
in regards to her body.
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continued on Pg. 44

in the hands of companies instead of owning it
like our grandmothers did.  And the truth of the
matter is that a healthy body lives in a healthy
skin. The idea of addressing the health and beauty
of your skin as separate from the rest of you and
treating it with product only, makes no more sense
then treating a weak heart without considering
someone’s lifestyle, diet and stress levels.

So where do we start in claiming our female
beauty back? A good place is actually right in your
own kitchen! If you are spending tons of money on
beauty products but are living on a rather poor diet,
do not expect vibrant, glowing skin. It just does not
happen. Your skin works in synergy with the rest
of you, both physically and emotionally so feed
your body with plenty of greens, good protein,
good fats and lots of fresh fruit; eliminate all the
junk and you will be surprised at the results. You
will look and feel awesome!

Have some fun with your BEAUTY too; after
all she is yours to keep. She surely will change as
time goes by but she will always be there, so make
a point to stay connected.

Lets go back to grandma now and see how she
cared for her loveliness.

When I was a little girl growing up in Poland
I would often see my mom (she has just turned 80)
whip up fruit and veggies into a lovely facemask or
use black tea to sooth tired eyes. As I look back, I
feel this was a simple, no fuss, organic and a very
natural process for a woman to indulge in, and
a truly beautiful way to care for oneself.  Mom
knows her food and its properties, so it is very
easy to pick ingredients suitable for her skin.  This
knowledge, combined with her female intuition,
always granted her more independence and

with little, simple steps. They will be rewarding, I
guarantee!

Did You Know:
92% of Chinese belong to the Han nationality,
which has been China’s largest nationality for

centuries. The rest of the nation consists of about
55 minority groups.
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1. The Form School
Each of the four directions of the compass are symbolized 
by four animals

2. The Traditional Chinese Compass School
This school uses the compass, the Eight Trigrams of the 
I Ching, the eight-sided Ba Gua symbol, and the lo shu 
magic square which divides the space in question into 
nine sectors

3. The Black Hat Sect Feng Shui
It is widely practiced in North America. In this school, 
each house or room is judged from the position of its 
front door; it also refers to the Eight Trigrams of the I 
Ching and the Ba Gua

4. Intuitive Feng Shui
The practitioners focus on instinct, feeling and intuition.

Some Feng Shui Tips:
- Keep the front entrance clear and visible. Trim any 

plants that are blocking your view, and the path of 

-
represent dead energy.

- Put your desk in a position so that you can see the 
door while seated at your desk; never have your back 
towards the door.

- Don’t keep mirrors in your bedroom. If you must, try 

bed, or cover the mirror with a cloth at night.
- Don’t sleep, work or relax under a beam.
-

you don’t use it, and the bathroom door closed.
- Minimize your clutter! Sell or give away things you 

don’t use regularly, like books, CD’s, tapes, magazines, 
and clothes. There is no need to be surrounded by 
stagnant Chi.

Lydia Pawelak can be reached at www.
fengshuimontreal.com

continued from Pg. 33
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Treatment for these gomphotic infections 
has slowly evolved over the generations of dental 
history from Ayurvedic oil rinses to salt water rinses 

scraping and scaling tartar or calculus to surgical-
scalpel resection or surgical gum amputation 
surgery, to topical and systemic antibiotics and now 
laser light energy to sterilize the gum pockets and to 
provide light energy to regenerate some of the lost 
or damaged bone and gum tissue.

For more information about laser gum surgery 

talks about gum disease”.  There are plenty of gum 
bugs out there – be careful who you kiss!

Laser gum surgery is now in Ottawa.  The dental 

new laser treatment stops and reverses gum disease.  
Read about this exciting new method to reverse gum 
disease without scalpels, pain, sutures or recession 
(long teeth) that has been developed by Millenium 
Corporation of California at www.lanap.com.

The Periolase laser and the laser-assisted new 
attachment protocol are changing the historically 
unpleasant experience of gum surgery. In fact the 
Periolase has created a new paradigm in saving your 
own teeth and avoiding surgical pain, tooth loss 
and the expense of implants and crowns or bridges, 
painful gum surgery and subsequent implant surgery 
and expense.  Remember researchers now think 
healthy gums may help promote and maintain a 
healthy heart! Insurance covers approximately 30%.  
Call:  613-260-2800 or email info@dolphindentistry.
com to request the Enewsletter.

continued from Pg. 37

Did You Know:

The chance of being born on Leap Day is 
about 684 out of a million, or 1 in 1461. Less 

than 5 million people have their birthday 
on Leap Day.
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b) It gives reassurances as to future actions with 
regard to the issues, which led to the hurt. A 

I promise to curtail that sort of activity in your 
presence in the future.” 

c) The apologizer does not have to diminish himself 
or herself for the apology to be authentic. One of 
the major reasons why people avoid apologizing 

By
Richard Merrill Haney, Ph.D. (Counselling Therapy)

A truly effective apology includes the following 
components: 

a) It directly addresses the hurt and pain of the hurt one. 

children scrape their knee we do not ask them how 
it happened right while they are in extreme pain. We 

Apology

am sorry,” they do not feel better. They want more than a simple statement and here is why: 
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this situation,” is much more effective than,” What a jerk I was to do
that to you.” Usually the hurt is unintentional and so the hurt one will
feel that the apology is phoney if the apologizer is blaming himself
or herself.

d) Awareness that the architecture of the apology is very important. The
timing, the place, the presence or absence of others, the mood of the
hurt one and also the mood of the apologizer, etc. are just as important
as the words that are used.

e) Re - membering that for - giveness is always about oneself and not
about another. Literally, to be FOR (the act of) GIVING OF SELF!!

f)
giveness is ready to happen. Reaching out to another can re - energize
old wounds if the out - reach is pre-mature.
Good luck in your healing process. May your wounds heal well and may

you successfully aid in the healing of the hurt being carried by your friends and
family.  Re - member..... Love is letting go of fear.

in Ottawa. He is now launching the Eleusis Healing Centres in Ottawa and

Circles and Creativity Circles that you could join and participate in. If you are
interested please call Richard at (613) 234-5678 or e-mail him at: richard@
ottawacounselling.com and explore the possibilities.

Did You Know:

It is believed that
the fear for the

number 13 stems
from primitive

man being unable
to count past 12.
Numbers beyond
12 do now have

an individual and
independent name

but are a combination

numbers. With 12
being the end of
the line, 13 was

moving into
unknown territory.
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continued from Pg. 39

Facemasks are a good one to

for many reasons; they hydrate,
cleanse, detoxify, improve skin texture
and tone, soothe or stimulate, just to
give a few examples.

At the end of the day make
yourself a fresh and delicious carrot/
apple juice, put your feet up for 20
minutes and apply (to a cleansed face,
neck and décolleté) one of these quick
and simple creations: choose organic!

Dry/aging/tired skin – 1 apricot
blended with 1 teaspoon of honey

Sensitive/overheated skin – a
small piece of cucumber blended with
1 teaspoon of a virgin coconut oil

Oily skin – 2 strawberries blended
with 1 teaspoon of plain yogurt

Before you start having fun
with food as skin care, it is very
important to have an understanding
of your particular skin type. If you are
experiencing skin problems, I highly
advise visiting a reputable skin care
professional. Have fun and claim your
beauty back!

Magdalena Tomczak is an established
holistic skin care and aromatherapist
and Ottawa’s pioneer in organic and
natural beauty care. She is the owner
of Woman Divine holistic skin care
clinic located in Westboro. For more
info go to: www.womandivine.ca
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thinking for twenty minutes; you will exhaust your stressful 
thoughts and generally feel better. Therapists recommend 
doing this on a daily basis, but it is also great when you 

nervous about an upcoming event.

6. Sleep! But don’t oversleep!
You can’t sleep away your stress or hide in bed. Similarly, you 
can’t stay up all night and get everything done (or at least, not 
well). Get your rest, even take a 20-minute nap if necessary 
but don’t go to extremes!

7. Exercise
Exercise is the ultimate stress reliever because you 
simultaneously release endorphins, increase your energy and 

suited to handle any upcoming problems or projects.

8. Take a bubble bath
Bring the spa to you and soak away your worries. Plus it cuts 
down on your water and energy intake compared with taking 
a shower.

By
Melanie Kozlan

Hiding from the world under your pillows? Finding yourself having small panic attacks or just need to 

monster!

continued on Pg. 46

Top 25 Natural Stress 
Remedies

1. Take 30 minutes a day to organize yourself.
Making time to organize will make sure you are organized. 
Being organized will help you manage your time and make 
an   endless task-list seem less intimidating.

2. Eat healthier!
Taking the time to eat properly will likely cut your stress in 
half; you’ll feel better and have more energy. Taking care of 
yourself is basically the antithesis of stress because you’re 
focusing on bettering yourself rather than spreading yourself 
thin.

3. Consider a detox diet.
Try a revitalizing detox to free your body of harsh chemicals 
and feel lighter, better and like new.

4. Do something nice for someone else.

status. Not only will you gain karma, you will temporarily 
free yourself of your circumstances and gather a refreshing 
new perspective.

5. Free Association: Busy your hands and free your mind.

yourself obsessing or distracted. Grab a pen (or your 
keyboard) and write yourself tired. Just write without 
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14. Laugh!
Laughter is underrated, particularly when dealing with 
everyday stress. Laughter lets us take life less seriously and 
gain an instant happier perspective, so make sure laughter is 
part of your schedule. Listen to stand up comedy at work, 
have a marathon of a funny show or re-watch your favourite 
funny movies. Or just practice your fake laugh until you 
laugh for real!

15. Call a friend.
Even if you are addicted to text messaging, taking a break to 
call a friend will help get your mind off things and remind 
you that you don’t have to face the world alone! Plus it’s 
always great to catch up and shake off some stress.

16. Cut down on caffeine.
It may seem necessary to tackle your to-do list, but caffeine 
will only raise your anxiety and too much will make you feel 
cracked out and more stressed. Opt for herbal teas; cancel 
that extra shot of espresso or stick to decaf.

17. Start your day positive.

the morning, can you think of a better way to start your 
day? Instead of rushing to work, watch an episode of your 
favourite show, read, do yoga or anything that will put you 
in good spirits for the rest of your day.

18. Meditate
If done wrong, you’ve wasted time and are more aware of 
your problems. If done right (and regular) you will feel in 

to just breathe, relate to yourself and clear your mind.

continued from Pg. 45

Did You Know:

Music was sent down 
a telephone line for the 

the phone was invented.

Source:
www.didyouknow.org

9. Take a walk.
The quick break and fresh air will re-energize you and clear 
your mind.

10. Get up earlier.

your sleep but it will make a difference on your attitude for 
the day. You will be more relaxed and better prepared; people 
who wake up earlier tend to accomplish more because you’ll 

11. Do something creative.
Paint, garden, cook, feng shui, write haikus… No matter 
what you choose, doing something fun and hands-on will 

for dealing with other things.

12. Music
Music can easily lift your spirits and pose a stress lubricant 

Listening to cheesy music and/or singing along is an instant 
stress destroyer. It’s impossible to take anything seriously 
when you’re listening to Richard Cheese or Wham!

13. Limit your Internet and cell phone use.
Technology makes it incredibly easy to keep in touch with 
people. It is also an incredibly easy way to drive us crazy! If 

are two easy ways to handle it: Turn it off for a few hours 
or change the ring tone to something that always makes you 
smile. Limiting your Internet use is the best way to cut down 
on mindless procrastination and free your time for better 
things.
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19. Concentrate on what you want to happen and not what
you don’t.
Take mind over matter and create a can-do mindset rather
than a ‘I hope this doesn’t happen’ attitude. You’ll feel
much more productive and less hopeless when you focus
on what you can do and what you want rather than the
worse case scenarios. Or take the Boy Scout method- rather
than worry about the worst scenario, prepare for it!

20. Make time for what makes you happy.
Dealing with a heavy workload when you’re happy and
when you’re miserable are unthinkably different things.

of your life by pure consequence (unless what makes you
happy leads to an unhappy excess).

21. Welcome Routine
Despite fear of falling into a rut, routine is the most basic

capable of handling anything thrown your way. A lack of
routine can make everything feel messier than it needs to
be.

22. Make time for friends and family.
It will help you feel connected and not get lost in the
everyday stresses of work and city-life. Make stress wait,
not your loved ones; there is always opportunity to be busy,
worried or anxious, so don’t worry about letting it take the
backseat to the people you want to see.

23. Stretch!

thing in the morning or during break, loosening up will
help your body (and mind) both energize and relax.

24. Don’t make things bigger than they are.
Put things into perspective, it may seem like a huge
problem, project or decision now, but how important will it
be in a few months when you have new problems, projects
and decisions? Don’t turn to Nihilism, but understand

(Marvel at nothing) everything is the same even when it’s
different!

25. Hugs
Possibly the most effective way to instantly decrease stress,
don’t be shy with hugs! It sounds silly but try it and watch
your troubles disappear!

Melanie Kozlan is the Senior Content Director of Four
Green Steps- Your one stop destination for all things
Green! Visit the world’s largest Green Marketplace today
at Four Green Steps.com!




